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Abstract 

Recent strong seismic excitation (2005-2006), which occurred at the northwestern part 
ofthe Hellenic arc and north ofSamos Island close to the coasts ofthe Asia Minor, is 
investigated under the aspect of temporal variation seismicity profile of activated 
seismic zones. Seismicity profile is constnlcted by the means ofth~ FastBEE analysis 
introduced recently. Seismicity parameters considered in this study are b-value, en
ergy released in the fonn logE2

!3 and the quantity 10gN of the cumulative number of 
events, in the examined area. 
Due to homogeneity and completeness reasons, the earthquakes with magnitudes 
ML;?3.0 since 1990 from the earthquake catalogue of the Geodynamic Institute of 
the National Observatory ofAthens, is used to perform the present analysis in both 
areas. 
Temporal variation profiles for both areas show a remarkable fluctuation around 
their mean value and specifically above the limits olthe calculated standard errors 
behaviour forming a temporal pattern, which can be attributed to earthquake 
preparation process. In this temporal pattern, b value, which is related to the seis
mogenic process in many previous studies all over the world shows a tendency to 
increase and then to decrease before the occurrence ofa strong earthquake, and at 
the same time the quantity logE213 shows a tendency to decrease and then to in
crease before the strong event occurrence Misidentification ofsuch a clear pattern 
for a period oltime can be attributed to the lack ofadequate data. 
Key words: Seismicity parameters, b- value, energy, temporal variation, seismicity 
pattern. 
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rpwv, ono.)(; TO b-value, CVF;pyCIO. 11£ TfJ /lOPqJ~ logEl /] IWI TIJV noaor-t]m 10gN onov N
 
dvw °aBp0lrJTlKOr; apI8/lor; rwv (ma/lwv Oit]V ncplOX~ !J.E;}l;rIJr;·
 
H avw...val7 m::plAa/l/JaVE:l aCW/lolX; ano TOV IWTW,OyO TOV TCW6vva/ilKOV Ivanrovrov
 
TOV EAA Yla TfJV ncpl060 1990 twr; npoaqJ(J.Ta, cnClo~ TO i5ciY/la roJV &60/lf::vwv OTI'/V
 
XPOV1K~ a.vn! rrcpi060 (J.{p:::vor; Ka.A.VmCI rle; avaYKEe; rile; avw...vaT/e;, aqJE,-r:i:pov 8cwpdwl
 
mo o/lolOycvf::e; KW 7r10 rrJ..~pE:e; ac a;(F;0IJ pc npolJy06/1E:VE:e; rrcpI060ve;. To. &60/l€va W)V
 
aE:J(J/lwv dvw nA1IPIJ y,a /lE:yHh7 ML= 3. 0 ~ /lE:ya.J..vrcpa
 
To. anordia/la.w rlJe; f1E:AE:v7e; rlJe; XPov1K1le; /lcra/J02~e; rwv aCI.a/llKWv na.pal'f::rpwv
 
ara. nAalaw rlJe; 1CpoaryYIlJQe; ixovv rlJ /lOPrp~ ypo.rplJ/larwv rpuav xpovoaclpwv pc w
 
aVrlarOlXo. rrJrrlKo. aqJaA/lo.w rwv c!;cra.(O/lE:VWV aCW/llKWV 1Capaptrpwv.
 
01 XPovIKte; /lcra./Joke; KW ane; 660 rrtplOxie; &ixvovv /Ila 0I7/laVTlKlj 61aKV/lo.v0I7 yv

pw o.rro TIe; /liaE:e; n/l€e; rcov rro.pa/ltrpwv yw TO c!;cra(o/lcvo XPOViKO Olo.afIJf1.C1. aX'7

/wri(ovrae; €va XPOV1KO rrpoTUno yw Ka8E: 1CCPIOX~ nov /lnopci va (1.1C0608E:i OTlr; 61E:P

yaalE:e; npOnapo.(fKCV~e; /lIar; aCla/llK~r; 6IrycpOlr;. Eu51Ka (fVYKCKpl/lF;vCe; rpo.OCle; TOJV
 
XPOVIKWV /lCra./JOAWV rcov napo./lsrpwv b WI E:vip,/clae;, yw rle; o1Coicr; vmipxovv ao.

qJde; o.Vo.rpop€e; arlJ 6Ic8v~ /JI/J21Oypo.rpla, on 17/1Cra/JoAll TOVe; avv6h.'TW w: ne; 61CP

yo.aice; npOCLOl/lo.aiae; ysvcal7e; acuJ/lwv, &ixvovv va wvrf(ovrw /lc Ko.8c aE:W/llK~
 

6paafIJplOrl7W OTle; V1CO E:(€Wml nE:pLOxie;. H /wpqJlj rov rrporv1Cov Ti7e; aczaplKOrllrar;
 
dvw 16zo.frcPo. Oo.rplje; afIJv m::pirrrwOlJ TfJr; 6paorlJPIOTllrar; rov Ioviov arr' orl orlJ
 
Opo.oTlJplOrllra jJopcw rlJe; Djpov. 01 rrpoo.vo.qJcpowvce; XPOViKF;r; /lCLo./JoAte; Xo.po.

KTIJPi(ovv KoBc ncpLOX~ KW /lrrop06v va o.1C06080vv one; avv811Kce;, one; YE:WOVVo./ll

Kte; olcpyo.aice; K(J.l "[(/. ,/E:WrCKTOVZKo. TIJe; xo.paKTllplarlKa. Qaroao IJ rrOiOrlJW TIJe; Ep

rpo.vuJIJe; cvor; ao.qJ06e; XPOV1KOV rrpor6lfov /l1Copci va C1CIJPC6.(CTW mTO ro rrAI!8oe; rwv
 
aCial'wv KW apa TO pv8/10 iK1val7e; TlK aCW/lIK~r; E:vtpyclae;.
 
AC~f:l(; Klu6ui: ECia/lIKte; rrapa/lCrpOl, XPOVIK~ /lCLo./JOA~, ECW/lIK~ cvspycw, llo.po.

/lCLpOe; b.
 

1. Introduction 

Strong earthquakes are not isolated events. Their occurrence time is affected by tectonic loading 
due to the slow motion of the tectonic plates and stress changes caused by the occurrence of previ
ous events (Scholz 1990, Harris 1998). In this sense temporal variation of geodynamic regime 
studies have received little attention, mostly due to the lack of data sets that are suitable for detect
ing such variations. These can be expressed in terms of seismicity parameter analysis, like energy 
release, focal mechanism studies, seismic b-vaIue estimates etc (Romanowicz 1993, Press and Al
Ien 1995). It is well established that the b-value of the freqnency-magnitude distribntion of earth
quakes is related to the seismogenic process and changes of b-vaIue contain information on differ
ences in the physics of the process that generates earthquakes (Mogi 1962, Scholz 1968, Wyss 
1973, Wang 1988, Carter and Berg 1981). Since stress in a region varies with time due to the gen
eration oflarge earthquakes (build-up and release of stress) an analogous time variation, of b-value 
and energy should be followed. Therefore, a relation should be existing between energy, b-value 
and the time of occurrence of large earthquakes in a tectonically homogeneous region. 

Temporal variations of b-value have been detected prior to major earthquakes in Japan and Greece, 
(Imoto 1991, Baskoutas et at. 2004). On the other hand the number of earthquakes and the rate of 
energy released in space and time introduce the measure of seismicity in certain areas. It is now 
well known that strain is accumulated over time and then is reLeased in the fonn of large earth
quakes. Therefore spatial and temporal behaviour of seismicity, expressed in the tenns of these 
parameters, could be related also to the geodynamic process (Kisslinger el al. 1985). 

The Aim of this study is to investigate the temporal behaviour of seismicity, under the aspect of 
new approach of analysis of seismicity parameters in the central Ionian Sea in the western part of 
the Hellenic arc and in Cesme Gulf, north of Samos Island, which recently, during 2005-2006, 
were affected by a series of strong earthquakes. 
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2. Data and analysis 

Cesme Peninsula north of Samos Island (hereafter Samas earthquake activity) during October 2005 
has experienced a strong seismic activity with magnitudes of the stronger events ranging from 5.2 to 
6.1 within a time period of fourteen days. In the central part of the Ionian Sea at the same month (Oc
tober 2005) one more significant seismic activity started and lasted until April 2006. This excitation 
also included a number of strong shocks located south of Zakynthos Island (hereafter Zakynthos 
earthquake activity) and with magnitudes ranging from 57 to 6.1 Richter scale. Table I and II respec
tively. In order to examine the temporal profile of seismicity parameters of the areas affected by these 
two strong seismic activities, withi.n a time period oft'ourteen days Table I and II respectively. In order 
to examine the temporal variation of seismicity parameters of the areas affected by these two strong 
seismic activities, FastBEE algorithm (Papadopoulos et al. 2003), has been applied on data sets 
taken from the Earthquake Catalogue of the Geodynamic Institute, of the National Observatory of 
Athens (NOA), from 1990 to 2006 in the broader area of the respective seismic activities. TIle epicen
ters of the earthquakes taken into account to perform the seismicity profile analysis have been plotted 
on flgures I and 2 respectively. The examined period in the present analysis was considered since 
1990 because of the homogeneity of the catalogue data comparing to the previous period. Here it is 
noteworthy to mention that usual errors on magnitude and location of earthquake don't affect qualita
tively the results of FastBEE analysis. The completeness tlrreshold magnitude in the examined space 
and time period is 3.0 for both areas. 

24.5 25.0 25.5 26.0 26.5 27.0 27.5 t8.0 28.5 

Figure 1 - Epicenters of events for the analysis of seismicity parameter in Samos 2006 
strong earthquake activity. Numbered stars show the stronger events in chronological or

der (Table 1) 
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Table 1 - List of ~5.2 earthquakes of Samos 2005 seismic activity 

AlA Date hh.mm Lat Lon Magn (Ms) 
1 17-10-2005 05.45 38.13 26.59 6.0 
2 17-10-2005 09.46 38.14 26.59 5.9 
3 20-10-2005 21.40 38.15 26.63 6.1 
4 31-10-2005 05.26 38.12 26.66 5.2 

24.S 2S.0 2S.5 26.0 26.S 27.0 27.5 28.0 28.a 
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Figure 2 - Epicenters of events for the analysis of seismicity parameter in the seismogenic 
zone S-SW of Zakynthos Island. Numbered stars show the stronger events in chronological 

order (Table 2) 

Table 2 - List of M?5.2 earthquakes of Zakynthos 2005-2006 seismic activity 

AlA Date hh.mm Lat Lon Magn (Ms) 
1 18-10-2005 15.25 37.58 20.86 6.1 
2 04-04-2006 22.50 37.58 20.93 5.7 
3 11-04-2006 02.20 37.64 20.92 5.7 
4 11-04-2006 17.29 37.68 20.91 5.9 
5 12-04-2006 16.52 37.61 20.95 5.9 

Analysis was pertorrned for 4802 and 2115 events respectively. Seismicity parameters, in this study, 
are expressed in telms of the logari thm of the cumulative number of earthquakes N, energy release in 
the fonn Ell] and b-value. This last was obtained by the maximum likelihood estimation method at
tributed at the end of each time window. Time series were obtained with a step of one month and 
smoothing by the mean of a triangular filter on overlapping time window of 9 months. 
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3. Results 

Seismic excitations that took place near Zakynthos Island (western part of the Hellenic Arc) and 
Samos Island (back arc Aegean area), in 2005 to 2006 were examined in terms of the temporal varia
tion of seismicity parameters (Figs 3, 4). For this purpose earthquake data since 1990 up to 2006 were 
used, a period when the catalog is complete and homogeneous and the respective seismicity parame
ters were estimated and shown as an function of time. 

In all cases, the calculated standard errors are shown with continue bold lines for quantities logN and 
10gE2!3 and standard deviation for each b-value estimate, as well as time series smoothing with a red 
bold line. Moreover timely on the graph stronger eveuts within tbe examined time period also have 
been marked by red arrows on the time axis. 

Time series show a remarkable fluctuation around their mean value and specifically above the lim
its of the calculated standard errors, for both examined seismogenic zones. Nevertheless form and 
quality characteristics of temporal variation time series are different for each region. 

re specifically, in the case of the area located S-SW of Zakynthos Island, the temporal variation for 
all three parameters show a sinusoidal curve which fluctuate around their mean values and which 
is more clear in case of b-value and energy release and less in case of the quantity 10gN (Fig. 3). 
Especially the variation of b-value follows a sinusoidal curve with alternation of six relative min
ima and maxima, with mean value of 1.09 and LAO respectively, around the global mean b-value, 
which is equal to 1.25. On the same graph, the time coincidence of the strong earthquake activity 
with the correspondiug appearance of relative minima of b-value are evident. Approximate recur
rence period ofrelative minima and maxima since 1990, is found to be three years. Discrepancy 
for events numbered 4, 6, and 7 can be neglected since their epicenters lie at the edge ofthe exam
ined area (Figs 3, I). The mean time duration of the decreasing phase of b-value estimates, starting 
from previous relative maximum is about two years. On the other hand the fluctuation of temporal 
variation of the quantity 10gE)/) around its mean value,. in the same time period shows the same 
appearance of relative maxima and minima which seems to be anti-correlated to the b-value esti
mates. In figure 3 strong earthquake activity is observed mostly during the increasing phase of 
quantity logE213 after a relative minimum. Duration and shape of relative minima and maxima are 
more irregular than in the case of b-value. 
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Figure 3 - Temporal variation time series of seismicity parameters logN, b-value and
 
EY)for zone S-SW of Zakynthos Island. Arrows to the time axis shows the events reported
 

in Table-3
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Table 3 - List of M L::::S.2 earthquakes for Zakynthos seismic area during 1990-2006 

A/A Date hh.mm Lat Lon Magn (Ms) 
1 1994-04-16 23.09 37.43 2058 5.3 
2 1997-11-18 13.07 37.26 20.49 6.1 
3 1997-11-18 13.13 37.36 20.65 5.6 
4 1997-11-18 15.23 37.25 21.16 5.0 
5 1998-01-10 19.21 37.12 20.73 5.2 
6 1998-10-06 12.27 37.18 21.12 5.2 
7 1998-10-08 03.50 37.79 20.27 5.2 
8 1999-06-11 07.50 37.57 21.12 5.1 
9 2002-12-02 04.58 37.80 21.15 5.3 
10 2005-10-18 15.25 37.58 20.86 5.6 
11 2006-04-04 22.05 37.58 2093 5.2 
12 2006-04-11 00.02 37.64 20.92 5.2 
13 2006-04-11 17.29 37.68 20.91 5.4 
14 2006-04-12 16.52 37.61 20.95 5.4 

However, the relative increases and decreases of the quantity lagH do not exhibit a clear cOlTelation 
with b-value and energy temporal variations This pattern concerns the cases of the end of 1997, 2002 
as well as of the end 2005 and beginning of 2006 in the considered seismogenic zone. Strong earth
quakes take place after a long period of low tagH values, like a seismic quiescence period, and can be 
considered as a formation of a qualitative temporal pattern, which can be attributed to earthquake 
preparation process. 

In this temporal pattern, b value, which has been related to the seismogenic process in many previ
ous studies all over the world, shows a tendency to increase and then to decrease before the occur
rence of a big earthquake. At the same time the quantity logE2!J shows a tendency to increase be
fore the occurrence of a big earthquake after passing a period of relative low as well as 10gN. 
Some times weakness in constructing such a clear pattern for a period of time can be attributed to 
the lack of a sufficient number of data adequate to support this temporal fluctuation of these three 
parameters. 

[n the second case, the temporal variation of the same parameters was examined for the same time 
period (1990 to 2006). The temporal variation ofb-va1ue shows a sinusoidal form till 1995, afterwards 
it flattens around a mean equal to 1.04, lasting from J996 to 2001. Nevertheless alternate minima and 
maxima can also be observed at the beginning of 1993, 1995, end of2003 and 2005, respectively (Fig. 
4). Mean b-values of relative minima and maxima are 0.88 and 1.30, respectively. 

Once more, strong earthquake activity (marked with red aITOWS on the graph of figure 4) can be COITe
lated with the presence of relative minima although in the case of 2003 activity is not so clear (mostly 
because the values of the graph are auto ranged). The 1992 and 2006 activities seem to be con-elated 
although a little delayed in respect to the observed relative minimum. 

The fluctuation of temporal variation of the quantity 10gE2!] arOLmd the mean value in the examined 
period, as in the Zakynthos case, seems to be anti-correlated to the b-value estimates. In figure 4 strong 
earthquake activity it is observed mostly during the increasing phase of quantity logE2!J time series 
after passing a relative minimum. The relative minima of the quantity togH and especially the increas
ing phase of their temporal vaIiations show a clear cOlTelation with occurrence of strong earthquake 
activity of the beginning of 1996, 2003 and the end of 2005, respectively. 
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Figure 4 - Temporal variation time series of seismicity parameters logN, b-value and E2
/
3for 

Cesme peninsula seismic area. Arrows to the time axis shows the events reported in the ta
ble 4 

Table 4 - List of M~5.2 earthquakes for Samos seismic area during 1990-2006 

A/A Date hh.mm Lat Lon Magn (Ms) 
1 11-06-1992 19.08 38.09 27,19 5.7 
2 02-04-1996 07.59 37.89 26.88 5.0 
3 10-04-2003 00,40 38.17 26.76 5.3 
4 17-04-2003 22.34 38.19 26.90 5.9 
5 17-10-2005 05,45 38.13 26.59 5.9 
6 17-10-2005 09,46 38.14 26.59 6.1 
7 20-10-2005 21,40 38.15 26.63 5.6 

4. Conclusions 

In this study the recent strong earthquake activity, during 2005-2006, which occun'ed in the north
western part of the Hellenic are, and in the eastern Aegean sea was investigated under the aspect of 
temporal variation of specific seismicity parameters by the mean of the new proposed, FastBEE algo
rithm. Seismicity parameters considered i.n this approach are used worldwide from many researchers 
for their premonitory character and their relationship to the seismogenic process 

Results of this study have shown that is possible to construct temporal variation profile for an area 
which can be con-elated with strong earthquake seismic activity where b-value and energy released 
estimates form relative minima and maxima respectively. 

The high and constant rate of seismic activity seems to play an important role to formation of the tem
poral pattern of previously mentioned parameters, as the case of Zakynthos case has shown. 

Weakness in constructing such a clear pattern for a period of time can be attributed to the lack of data. 
Even though detailed examination of each area under the aspect of FastBEE approach, through the 
construction of respective seismicity parameters, temporal variation profiles can give a significant in
dicatiOh'ofthe remaining time of the forthcoming strong earthquake_ 
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